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"Time is not early, we should also go, thank you Mr. Wei for hospitality."
Yu Xiaotong noticed the atmosphere of solidification on the table,
opening the silence.

Shen Qingyi stood up, and Yu Xiaotong’s words were in line with her.

Wei Lin Neri was not as good as the gentleman he showed on the surface.
The inside is actually a small belly chicken. It is a good face for people.
Shen Qing’s words are obviously in the face of him. He was only
interested in Shen Qingyi. Shen Qingyi.

He grabbed Shen Qing's wrist and had a slightly scornful smile on his
face. "Miss Shen, why are you so anxious to go, we just finished eating
lunch, it is still early from the dark, it is better to change places, continue
Play?"

Shen Qing’s coveted, the light fell on the big hands that held his wrist,
and the eyes flashed a chill.

"This kid has no demeanor, but he refused him. It is so insincere." Han
Yu looked at the expression of the play.

The table between them and Shen Qingyi was just diagonally opposite. It
was only a table. Although it was not intentionally eavesdropping, the
conversations of several people just heard it clearly.



"I don't know how Miss Shen Da will deal with such a situation." Han
Yu's eyes are full of interest. He has always been very interested in this
low-key Miss Shen, but he has never had the opportunity to contact.
Who makes Miss Shen Jia above? There is also a sister-controlled
brother, Shen Junyi, who has protected this sister from the wind. The
only time she saw Shen Qingyi was to go to Shen Junyi and happened to
meet him. He just looked at Shen Qingyi and was later Shen Junyi. I was
warned, for a long time, I looked at my own eyes with precautions.

Fu Hengyi ignored Han Han’s words. Although his eyes were looking at
the water cup in front of him, his attention was involuntarily falling on
the back table. I don’t know why, Shen Qing’s eyes made him feel like

he had met before.

"Wei Lin, you let go." Shen Qingyi did not speak, Yu Xiaoyu was angry.

Wei Lin didn't look at Yu Xiaolan, and his eyes fixed on Shen Qingyi.

Shen Qing’s wrist was lightly moved, and he broke the hand of Wei Lin.
"Mr. Wei, under the public, please be self-respected."

Although this is not a high-end western restaurant, it is not bad. It is
lunch time, there are many people in the restaurant, and the movement
here has attracted the attention of some people.

Wei Lin has a good face and naturally does not want to lose face in front
of everyone, but he does not want to let Shen Qingyi go. He does not
know the details of Shen Qingyi. It is not an easy task to find her.

Wei Lin packed up his face and smiled. "Miss Shen, why should you
refuse to be a thousand miles away? Since everyone knows that it is a

friend, it is normal for friends to have a contact with each other. Are you
saying that?"



"I and you should not be friends, this is the money for lunch, I think AA
is more suitable for us." Shen Qingyi took out a few banknotes from his

pocket and placed them on the table.

Wei Lin looked at the red tickets on the table and only felt glaring, which
was an insult to him. I couldn’t keep the gentleman’s demeanor, and
even forgot the moment or the public, holding a handful of Shen Qing’s
wrist, the volume was not high, and the tone was gloomy. "It seems that
Miss Shen is not giving Wei’s face."

Yu Xiaolan's face changed, it was very ugly, rounded his eyes, and Wei

Lin's eyes were full of incredulity. It seems that he could not believe that
there are people in this world who don't care about the face.

The chill of Shen Qing’s eyes was getting heavier. Just when she thought
about whether it would cause unnecessary trouble in public, she opened
her hand and squeezed her wrist. Then she had a big hand on her waist.
Shen Qing His body was stiff, his eyes were cold, but he disappeared in
an instant.

"You entangle my fiancée in front of me, have I agreed?" The
low-sounding male voice rang in the ear, but the voice was full of chill.

The eyes of the people fell on the man who was surrounded by Shen
Qingyi. When he saw his appearance, he was spared. He had to say that
this was a very good man.

Shen Qingyi sideways, seeing the man's facial features, the eyes are very
different, it turned out to be him.

"Hey, you said that she is your fiancée. She is, if she is your fiancée, she
will come out to kiss each other." Wei Lin said this when his eyes fell on

Shen Qingyi's body, with a trace of disdain, as if watching What is dirty.



Although taken in Fu Hengyi's compelling momentum, but the loser does
not lose, but also a large audience, the amount of this man does not dare
to treat him.

The movement here has already caught the attention of the people in the
restaurant. People’s eyes fell on Shen Qingyi intentionally or
unintentionally. The man was surprised at the beauty of the world, and
the woman was jealous, especially when his own male partner used it.
When the stunning eyes looked at Shen Qingyi, the bottom of my heart

could not help but secretly screamed "Fox". When I heard Wei Lin’s

words, I felt that Shen Qing’s unruly points, and the fiance had come out
to pick up three.

"Qingyi is not coming out of a blind date. She is accompanying me. You
must be shameless. If you look at it, you will be stalking and stalking,
and you will not look at your honor." Her temper has always been good,
but it is easy to get angry when she comes to clear things, especially
when others are bullying.

Yu Xiaotong’s words are explanations and face-ups.

"Why didn't you tell me when you came out, still mad at me?" Fu Hengyi
said, looking at Shen Qingyi's gaze and tenderness, but also with a hint
of helplessness, it seems to be looking at a child who is awkward.

Although Shen Qingyi knows that the other party is loaded, he still can't
help but smack the man.

"Temporary things, come out, I must tell you in advance next time."
Since people are coming to help, Shen Qingyi will not dismantle him,
with the help of said.

"This gentleman, please don't entangle my fiancee again in the future.
She will be generous and will not care about you, but I am not as good as



she is. If you dare to entangle her, then next time, I will not be like you.
polite."

Fu Hengyi looked at Wei Lin, his tone was serious, but the chill in those
eyes was like a sword, and he actually fell on Wei Lin.

What Wei Lin originally wanted to say disappeared in the eyes of the pair
of chills, and the intuition told him that the man was not joking.

Han Hao sat in the position and looked at everything in front of him. He
must have seen the fake Fu Hengyi.

Fu Hengyi did not pay attention to Wei Lin, and directly took Shen
Qingyi out of the restaurant. When Yu Xiaotong saw it, he quickly took
the bag and kept up, leaving only Wei Lin standing in the spot on the

ground. Oh, there is still one person. Han Yi, who was forgotten by Fu
Hengyi.

Han Hao only rubbed his chin and looked at the back of the person who
was leaving, and his eyes became more and more interesting.

------Off topic ------

I have been updating since today. Recently, I was diligent and saved tens
of thousands of manuscripts. Hey, come and praise me, praise me!

Also, cheeky, selling, and rolling, seeking collection, seeking collection,
seeking collection...

This book is from the start, please do not reprint!
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